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Start ending your ransomware
threat with 100% Data Guarantee
Always have a recent copy of all your data
Cyberattacks are listed in the World Economic Forum’s top 3 biggest threats to
human security.1 Are you already prepared for this?
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Organizations arm themselves with antivirus software and firewalls, among other things, but are still not
safe because hackers are coming up with smarter ways to penetrate networks through the weakest link.
According to Gartner, 85% of all data breaches are currently caused by human error.5
So it is no longer a question whether you will be affected, but when. In the worst case, you are faced with a
financial loss, duped customers and suppliers and there is nothing left to do but rebuild systems and data.
Or not? There is a safe path to recovery: with the 100% Data Guarantee from Bluetron Data Services.
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https://www.gartner.com/en/doc/3-steps-to-stop-employees-taking-cyber-bait

The route to 100% Data Guarantee consists of three steps and starts with us.
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We keep a first copy of all your
data on tape.

We store a second copy in
a Fujifilm location

We store a third copy in a bunker
without an internet connection.

Bluetron 100% Data Guarantee has real airgaps. But there’s more.
Patent

We scan all data, incoming,
outgoing and already stored,
for the latest viruses:

Why tape?
• Enables real airgaps;

√ when ingested,
√ after ingestion,
√ and for return.
This way you can be sure that
you can always recover safely.
A 100% comforting thought.

• High writing speed;
• Long lasting
(at least thirty years);
• Low cost per TB;
• 60% Energy saving.

The most important advantages at a glance:

100% data guarantee.

Three copies

Quickly request and manage

in three locations.

your stored data via an
optimally secured web portal.

No extra investment required

User- and price-friendly,

Supported by Fujifilm

in your own backup software,

brand-independent solution

and IBM.

hardware or data facilities.

by using open standards.

With Bluetron you are much less attractive to hackers. Never lose
sleep over cybercrime with the certainty that your data will always
be returned optimally scanned.

Would you like to know more about our approach?
Look at Bluetron-dataservices.nl or
contact Rene van de Meiracker.

